CONNECTED LIVE CAMPUS

OPTIMIZE YOUR STORYTELLING WITH:

- IP connected workflows
- End-to-end production
- Efficient content management
- Fast multimedia distribution
EVS’ Connected Live Campus ecosystem meets the challenges of today’s colleges. It offers centralized media production and broadcast solutions for fully collaborative workflows and instant media availability anytime, anywhere.

By utilizing extensive IP and fiber infrastructures already in place, campuses can easily enrich any captured live assets from venues and instantly share them between production teams or other stakeholders. Once created and edited, content can easily be delivered to audiences to multiple platforms.

EVS’ unique and proven live production technology is ideal for optimizing workflow operations and for sharing resources whenever they’re needed.
Using DFM as your main production switcher, you choose only the resources you need, making the best use of available bandwidth. It’s software-defined foundation allows switcher resources to be distributed on your campus IP network - simplifying how you connected sources to a production. By optimizing your capital investment and keeping operations simple you can focus on the task at hand - producing the best content.

Once created, you’re able to maximize the value of your media with C-Cast, our cloud-based multimedia distribution platform. It connects live content with multiple stakeholders and uses the flexibility of the cloud to bridge the gap between existing workflows and consumer-based production. This lets you create content franchises that can be monetized in the right way. C-Cast allows you to deliver content in the right format, using the best delivery method, to reach the right screen for your audience.

**BENEFITS**

- The industry standard for live replay and storytelling tools
- Campus-wide content management
- Shared storage optimized for production operations
- Content contribution solutions for live venues and production hubs
- Asset sharing and delivery to new audiences
- Unique cloud-based multimedia distribution platform
- Smart transition to IP based on hybrid SDI/IP models

With a growing number of media sources and formats the obvious way to future-proof broadcast and media workflows is to implement IP networks. While their use for the transport of uncompressed real-time video is a powerful enabler, it does come with challenges. One of these is making sure IP-connected networks provide the same level of reliability as today’s SDI operations and to meet this challenge, EVS has designed BCIP, the next generation of routing solutions aimed to guarantee IP flow management and monitoring within live IP-based infrastructures.
CONNECTED LIVE CAMPUS

- XT4K Live Production Server
- XS4K Media Server
- IPDirector Live Content Management Platform
- LSM SLOMO, Live Editing and Multicam Replay
- Dyvi Software-Defined Switcher
- Xedio CleanEdit Fast Turnaround NLE
- C-CAST Multimedia Distribution Platform
- EPSio Graphics and Telestration Effects
- IPWeb Remote Browsing and Editing Interface
EVS Broadcast Equipment is continuously adapting and improving its products in accordance with the ever changing requirements of the Broadcast Industry. The data contained herein is therefore subject to change without prior notice. Companies and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

Our clients range from TV stations and rights owners to video equipment providers and production houses worldwide. We listen, analyse existing workflows, anticipate customer needs, and implement effective, highly reliable solutions. Enabling our customers to provide top-quality TV programming and enriched content to millions of viewers across the globe is our top priority.

Our products should function in ways that meet your specific needs and expectations - every minute of every day. That’s why our technical support is always on, 24/7 from each of our regional offices. Someone is always available to answer any question, large or small.

Every person in EVS’ technical support team is a qualified technician with a solid background in broadcasting. They understand your requirements and will work tirelessly to answer your question and resolve your support issue enabling you to focus on your job.

Interested in learning how to operate EVS systems and applications or getting more out of our solutions? Let us show you how. We offer a wide range of courses on how to operate EVS products – from beginner to expert – taught in-house by industry professionals. We also carry out some sessions through a simple web interface, so you can benefit from hands-on instruction - even at a distance. EVS user guides and technical documents are also available free of charge at our website (just click Downloads on our homepage).
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